
AROUND THE UK

QUIZ “BRAIN RING”



1. Geography



The territory of the UK
 is divided into ……..

A 2 parts

B 3 parts

C 4 parts 



The UK consists of more than 
A500 islands 

B 5000 islands 

C 5 islands



The capital of Scotland is

A London

B Belfast

C Edinburgh



The capital of Northern Ireland is

A London

B Belfast 

C Cardiff



Mark countries and
 their capitals on the map 

⚫ Scotland

⚫ Wales

⚫ Northern 
Ireland

⚫ England



The correct answer:



Symbols



The flag of England:

A B

C D



The flag of Scotland:

A B

C D



The flower of Wales is:

A B

C D



The flower of Northern Ireland is:

A B

C D



What are these cities famous for?
A Liverpool

B Brighton

C London

D 

Stratford-upon-Avon

E Manchester

F Cambridge

1) Education
2) A popular place 

for holidays
3) The birthplace 

of a famous poet
4) Sports
5) Popular group
6) Monarchy
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3. Express answer



What is the climate of Great Britain 
like?



A clover with 4 leaves brings…? 



When is Christmas celebrated?



When is St. Valentine’s Day 
celebrated? 



What present does London get 
from the people of Norway? 



When do children dress up as 
witches and ghosts? 



What fruit can become a lantern? 



What is the  official language of the 
UK? 



How is the national flag of the UK 
called?  



 What is the most popular hobby in 
the UK?



Who has 2 birthdays in the UK?  



 What is the highest mountain in 
Great Britain?



What is the longest river in
 Great Britain?  



 What is the most ancient 
monument in Great Britain?



4. Captain’s conquest



5. English Riddles



What is it?  
⚫ 1.Which letter sounds like an insect? 
⚫ 2.Which alphabet is a hot drink?
⚫ 3.What English letter is the most boasting one?
⚫ 4.What is found over your head but under 

your hat?
⚫ 5.Which letter is part of a body?
⚫ 6.Which letter is a vegetable?
⚫ 7.What is given to you but used more by 

others?
⚫ 8.Which fruit is spelt like a colour?
⚫ 9.We have legs but cannot walk?
⚫ 10.Look at my face and you see somebody

    Look at my back and you see nobody.



Answers:  
⚫ 1.Which letter sounds like an insect? (BEE)
⚫ 2.Which alphabet is a hot drink?(Tea)
⚫ 3.What English letter is the most boasting 

one?(I)
⚫ 4.What is found over your head but under 

your hat?(Hair)
⚫ 5.Which letter is part of a body?(Eye)
⚫ 6.Which letter is a vegetable?(pea)
⚫ 7.What is given to you but used more by 

others?(name)
⚫ 8.Which fruit is spelt like a colour?(Orange)
⚫ 9.We have legs but cannot walk?(tables, chairs)
⚫ 10.Look at my face and you see somebody

    Look at my back and you see 
nobody.(mirror)



5. In Britain



Translate the following proverbs 
using the Russian equivalents

⚫ 1.A bird in the hand is worth two in the 
bush.

⚫ 2.A good beginning is half the battle.
⚫ 3.A good name is better than riches.
⚫ 4.A man is known by the company he 

keeps.
⚫ 5.A word spoken is past recalling.
⚫ 6. All things are difficult before they are 

easy.
⚫ 7. Every day is not Sunday.
⚫ 8. Every man has his hobby-horse.
⚫ 9. It is no use crying over spilt milk.
⚫ 10. Live and learn.



proverbs translation
⚫ A bird in the hand is worth two in the 

bush.
⚫ Хорошее начало — половина дела
⚫  A good name is better than riches.
⚫ A man is known by the company he 

keeps.
⚫ A word spoken is past recalling.
⚫ All things are difficult before they are 

easy.
⚫ Every day is not Sunday.
⚫ Every man has his hobby-horse.
⚫ It is no use crying over spilt milk
⚫ Live and learn.

⚫ Лучше одна птичка в руках, чем две в 
кустах.

⚫ Хорошее начало — половина дела 
⚫ Добрая слава лучше богатства.
⚫  Человек узнается по его друзьям.
⚫ Слово — не воробей, вылетит — не 

поймаешь.
⚫ Лиха беда — начало.
⚫ Не всё коту масленица.
⚫ Всяк по-своему с ума сходит.
⚫ Слезами горю не поможешь.
⚫ Век живи — век учись



Thank you for taking 
part!


